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Industrial Motor Powers (IMP) and International Power Traders (IPT) Unite to Form Global
Partnership with SDMO

SDMO names power generation equipment providers IMP & IPT as Global Partners.
October 25, 2013 - BURBANK, CALIFORNIA (PRNewswire) - IMP, in conjunction with its
Latin American partner IPT, today announced a global partnership with SDMO to supply
the worldwide market with their diverse range of secondary market power generation
equipment. The agreement provides SDMO with an exclusive distribution channel to the
global market, and specifically, Latin America.
The companies will share the designation as an SDMO Global Partner, increasing customer
access to SDMO's custom power solutions, power products, portable items, and rental
equipment through their well-established global and Latin American networks. This
arrangement will enable customers from around the world to benefit directly from the
features, reasonable pricing, and scalability of SDMO's offerings.
SDMO designs, manufactures and installs generating sets from 1 to 3300 kVA for its
standard range of products. In addition, SDMO engineers tailor-made power plants and
offers additional services with high added value: training, after-sales service, spare parts.
IMP is a global provider of wholesale power generation equipment to both the retail and
reseller markets. With more than 35 years of industry experience, the company possesses
both owned inventory as well as a network of suppliers that enables it to service the
dynamic power generation needs of multiple industries, government agencies and
individual companies around the world. More information about IMP's partnership with
SDMO is available at http://www.impcorporation.com/sdmo.
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IPT is a global source of new and used power generation equipment with specific expertise
in the Latin American market. Uniquely positioned within the new, used, and surplus power
generator equipment industry, IPT offers the region's retail and resale markets a single
source for their varying power generation needs. More information about IPT's partnership
with SDMO is available at http://www.ipowertraders.com/sdmo.
Please visit http://www.impcorporation.com/company/news for more information, news and
related data about IMP, IPT, and SDMO. Please direct inquiries via email to the public
relations department directly at marketing@impcorporation.com or contact us directly by
telephone at (323) 268-3380.
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